Default Question Block

Institution Name:

If you are willing to be contacted with follow-up questions, please provide your name and email address

Name

Email

Which of the below best describes your role at your institution?

- Central Office Research Administrator
- Departmental Research Administrator
- Office of the Vice Provost or Dean for Research
- Library
- Information Technology/Research Computing
- Information Security
- Institutional Review Board
- Research Compliance
- Core/Service Center
- Other (Please describe in the text box below)

4. Does your institution support (secured behind single sign on) the use of DMPTool?

- Support it? We require it!
- Yes
- No
- Not sure

Which format page/templates have you used and/or reviewed? (select all that apply)

- Published Sample Format Page
- Pilot Template – Alpha
Of the format page/templates you have used and/or reviewed, which one do you prefer?

- Published Sample Format Page
- Pilot Template – Alpha
- Pilot Template – Bravo
- DMPTool’s NIH-GEN DMSP (2023)
- DMPTool’s FDP Pilot Template Alpha
- DMPTool’s FDP Pilot Template Bravo
- Other (Please describe in the text box below)

Which of the below best describes your level of involvement in preparing a DMS Plan?

- I prepare full DMS Plans on behalf of PIs.
- I have provided guidance to PIs/research teams on completing the full DMS Plan.
- I have provided guidance to PIs/research teams on completing specific sections of their DMS Plans.
- I help PIs/research teams prepare their NIH funding applications, which include the DMS Plan.
- I review NIH funding applications, which include the DMS Plan.
- Other (Please describe in the text box below)

Why do you prefer the format page/template you selected in Question 7?

What three improvements would you like to see made to the pilot templates to make them more effective?
What feedback do you have on the pilot more generally?